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Cretaceous marine sediments hold some of the best records of major climate perturbations and of response mechanisms of the biosphere to these perturbations. From the
Barremian to the Albian, the carbon isotope record is marked by several high amplitude positive carbon isotope excursions. The most important excursion happened
during the early Aptian and is preceded by a prominent short-term negative spike, the
origin of which is still uncertain. The positive C isotope anomaly is assumed to be the
result of an increased burial of organic matter caused by a greenhouse climate that was
initiated by the Ontong-Java volcanism. Yet, the beginning of this volcanism precedes
the Aptian C isotope excursion (Tejada et al., 2002). This led to the hypothesis that
the real beginning of the “Aptian greenhouse pulse” had its beginning a lot earlier, in
the mid-Barremian event (MBE; Coccioni et al., 2004; Weissert et al., 2004) with a
first 0.5% positive shift in the carbonate carbon isotopes.
In this study, a high-resolution C-isotope stratigraphy covering the Barremian-Early
Aptian has been established for three different pelagic sections from the southern margin of the Tethys Ocean (southern Alps, northern Italy) in order to determine the cause
of the early Aptian negative spike and test the MBE-hypothesis.
The base of the negative Carbon isotope spike in the “reference section” of Cismon
occurs at a dissolution horizon (values below horizon ∼2.75 permil, above ∼2.5 permil, which could reflect a shallowing of the CCD coinciding with the negative isotope
spike. The values then slowly decrease over ∼15 cm (∼ 15 ka; Erba et al., 1999)

down to ∼2.0 permil before an abrupt drop to 1.36 permil within the uppermost 2 cm
(∼ 2 ka) of the negative spike occurs. The organic carbon isotope stratigraphy is in
progress. A possible increase in the isotopic fractionation during the first decrease of
the carbonate C isotopes could reflect an increase of pCO2 due to the Ontong-Java
volcanism. The following rapid drop might be due to a methane pulse and thus a rapid
addition of isotopically light C to the ocean-atmosphere reservoir.
The Pusiano section features a comparable drop in carbon isotope composition, but
there it occurs over a range of several metres. Pusiano seems to be a very expanded section with a high sedimentation rate, which might be due to sedimentary drifts and/or
redeposited material probably from a near structural high.
In the Polaveno-San Giovanni section, an upper Hauterivian-lower Barremian interval has been sampled. After ∼13 m of rather stable carbonate carbon isotope values
around ∼1.6 permil, a shift of ∼+0.5 permil within 2 m occurs. Additionally, two
prominent black shale intervals are present at the base of this shift, whereas in the
lower part of the section only minor black shales are recorded. This could be an indication of climate change and perhaps might even reflect the MBE.
We will discuss the implication of the different rates of change in the different sections
for the origin of the carbon isotope shifts.
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